American Limousine Adds Three New
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Van Limos to Lineup
Spacious, luxurious new Sprinter limos enhance company's impressive fleet, even as prices have just
been lowered on many already-affordable rental options, American Limousine reports
This press release was orginally distributed by SBWire
Lynwood, CA -- (SBWIRE) -- 11/20/2015 -- American Limousine, a leading Los Angeles Limousine
Service for over forty years, announced the addition of three brand-new 2015 Mercedes-Benz 3500
Sprinter limo vans to the company's fleet. Built on a platform that is universally regarded as the best in
its class, the new limousines offer up an incredibly luxurious ride with a long list of features and topquality appointments. Even while adding such exclusive, high-end options to its fleet, American
Limousine has also recently cut prices on many of the company's limo rentals, committing to delivering
even more in the way of value to customers.
"We're proud to announce the arrival of our much-anticipated new 2015 Sprinter limo vans," American
Limousine representative Jason Berman said, "From the iconic Sprinter silhouette that speaks so
directly of quality to the luxurious interiors they are equipped with, these three vans are truly
something special. Even enjoying this unparalleled level of transportation does not have to be
expensive, though, as our newly reduced rates are already proving to our valued customers."
A relatively recent introduction to the American market, the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter van has a long,
successful history in Europe and elsewhere around the world. With the American van market
previously locked up by domestic manufacturers like Dodge, Mercedes-Benz finally made the leap in
2010, introducing American buyers to a vehicle that, in the eyes of many observers, upset existing
expectations with regard to build quality and did so in a highly positive way.
Those traits make the Sprinter a perfect candidate for conversion to limousine form. While vans of the
traditional American designs are often fairly stripped down and unrefined, the Sprinter delivers a
healthy dose of the quality and sophistication that Mercedes-Benz is so well known for, even in
factory-fresh form.
American Limousine's three new 2015 Sprinter 3500 limo vans leverage this compelling raw material
in spectacular ways. With conversion work endowing them with rich cream-white suede interior
upholstery and contrasting black piping and stitching, the vans are as beautiful to behold as they are
satisfying to ride in.
Passengers enjoy a full range of top-quality amenities, from basics like ice bins and cup holders to
entertainment features like blue-tooth equipped stereos and dual HD LED flat screens. Precise, easily
accessible temperature and fan controls allow clients to sculpt their riding environments to their liking,
while an attractive wood floor and other wood surfaces contribute further to the gratifying feeling of
luxury within.
Even while adding such impressive limo options to the company's fleet, American Limousine has also
taken another major step in the company's longtime drive to deliver the greatest possible value, too.
Newly lowered rates for many American Limousine rental options are now available at the company's
website, where visitors can learn more about the full range of what it has to offer, including the new

Sprinter limos.
About American Limousine
Providing the best in limo rentals for more than forty years, American Limousine serves clients
throughout the greater Los Angeles area, offering everything from luxurious executive sedans to
Hummers and high-end party buses.
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